
Cryptography is challenging because it is fundamentally asymmetric: to break a system, we only 

have to find one weakness. To secure a system, we have to avoid every possible weakness. I began 

working on provably secure cryptosystems because it seemed remarkable to me that they exist, that 

we can use mathematics to reduce a complex attack surface to a simple, digestible core.  

I was instrumental in developing a suite of techniques known as dual system encryption, a toolkit for 

proving security of fine-grained and scalable cryptosystems. Want to have role-based access control 

enforced by math? I have a paper that shows you how! Want to allow multiple, mutually distrusting 

authorities to control their own access domains within one seamlessly functioning system? I have a 

paper that shows you how! Want encryption that works in a vacuum inside a black hole against 

quantum, cosmic adversaries? That last one is made up, but you get the idea.  

It is perhaps an inevitable expression of human nature that even “hard” problems will be made easy 

again – not by solving them, but by shifting expectations. Why should we have thought that 

theoreticians armed with theoretical hammers would demonstrate more discipline than shady 

contractors incentivized to cut corners? Theoretical cryptography has bravely marched to frontiers 

where no one has gone before – well, because no one really wanted to go there. Somehow the goals 

we set out to achieve were replaced by the goals we were more suited to achieve, and we rationalized 

amongst ourselves that really this was what we had meant in the first place.  

In the meantime, systems were broken, and we sneered at developers who did not implement our 

protocols correctly. Mass surveillance arose, by corporations and by governments, and we sneered at 

a populace that did not know to suspect it. The very concept of privacy was imperiled in the cultural 

consciousness, and we sneered at the indignity of having to make our case.  

But something reminded me why I had been drawn to mathematical reasoning in the first place. A 

scrappy group of unlikely Wall Street rebels discovered a way that people were exploiting the 

complex US equities market. And so they set out to fix it: systematically, from the ground up. And 

by the time they had launched the Investors Exchange (IEX) as the newest US stock market, they 

found themselves in need of mathematical reinforcements. I took a leave from academia to work for 

IEX, building models that illuminate problematic behaviors in US stock trading and are being 

deployed to protect long term investors like retirement funds from the predatory strategies employed 

by some sophisticated proprietary trading firms. I have decided that I belong more in industry than in 

academia: wielding what I know from theory as a tool, but forming my solutions to fit the constraints 

of a real world system and all of its idiosyncrasies.  

As I venture further beyond the university setting, I am expanding my efforts to bring rigorous 

scientific thinking to the places where it is sorely needed. I have developed a course that blends 

theoretical cryptography with practical cybersecurity, and am working on materials for a wider 

variety of audiences. I have co-authored a book that introduces elementary-age kids to the concept of 

mathematical functions through a fantasy adventure story. I have talked to middle school students 

about statistical reasoning. I have explained the limitations of bitcoin to the know-it-all next to me on 

a bus. I know I’m supposed to tell you something about what my career will look like in the long 

term. But I no longer lay out goals for myself that are a blend of trendy-sounding trends and plausible 

incrementality. I am no longer a theoretician holding onto a theoretical hammer. I am a first 

responder when real-world systems need a rigorous checkup. I will go where I’m needed.  

  


